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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Persons with Disabilities in Television Programming
CAB to Develop Broadcaster Tool Kit
Ottawa , September 16, 2005 -- The Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB) today submitted to the
Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (CRTC) its research report titled The
Presence, Portrayal and Participation of Persons with Disabilities in Television Programming.
The Report provides extensive detail on the issues and barriers challenging persons with disabilities, in
society and in television programming alike. It further provides a series of recommendations for the
development of a broadcaster tool kit to move forward on greater inclusion of persons with disabilities within
the broadcasting industry; and for addressing issues of presence and portrayal on-screen.
“Recognizing that all media, and particularly television can play a strong role in changing public attitudes on
social issues, Canada’s private broadcasters are committed to improving the presence, portrayal and
participation of persons with disabilities in television programming. Our comprehensive report demonstrates
this commitment but also highlights that our collective success depends on the collaboration and
contribution of our industry partners,” said CAB President and CEO Glenn O’Farrell.
A Steering Committee, comprised of CAB members and chaired by Sarah Crawford, Vice-President, Public
Affairs, CHUM Limited, was created to oversee the development and implementation of a detailed Action
Plan. The Steering Committee recommended a number of tools and initiatives for broadcasters and industry
partners based on its research findings from over 50 one-on-one consultations, a stakeholder forum and
best practices research. An Outreach Committee comprised of persons with disabilities, many of whom
have experience with the broadcasting industry, served as an invaluable advisory group on the
implementation of the CAB’s research plan and provided invaluable input on the recommendations and
tools.
The Steering Committee concluded that in order for the recommendations to succeed, the initiatives must
take place at one of three levels: at the level of the individual station, broadcaster or corporate group; at the
level of the broadcasting industry as a whole; or within other designated sectors, such as the independent
production sector or the education sector.
Both the Steering and the Outreach Committee members recognized that implementation will take place
primarily at the level of individual station, broadcaster or corporate group, as initiatives need to be tailored
to their individual business realities.
Canada ’s private broadcasters are committed to the development and implementation of initiatives that
improve and advance diversity in the industry. Last year, the CAB adopted the recommendations advanced
by the Task Force for Cultural Diversity on Television. These recommendations were made following a
major qualitative and quantitative study on ethnocultural minorities and Aboriginal peoples in Canadian
television in 2004.
The Canadian Association of Broadcasters is the national voice of Canada’s private broadcasters,
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representing the vast majority of Canadian programming services, including private radio and television
stations, networks, specialty and pay, and pay-per-view services.
The 100-page report and research study is the culmination of the work set out in the CAB Action Plan
submitted to the CRTC in August 2004. The full report and research study can be found at:
http://www.cab-acr.ca/english/social/diversity/disabilities.shtm .
The Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB) is the national voice of Canada’s private broadcasters,
representing the vast majority of Canadian programming services, including private radio and television
stations, networks, specialty, pay and pay-per-view services.
- 30 For more information, please contact:
Kevin Desjardins, Manager, Communications
(613) 233-4035 ext. 331
( kdesjardins@cab-acr.ca )

Backgrounder
The Presence, Portrayal and Participation of Persons
with Disabilities in Television Programming
In January 2004, the CRTC requested that the CAB develop and file an action plan with the Commission, outlining the
process proposed to examine and address issues concerning the presence, portrayal and participation of persons with
disabilities in television programming (Public Notice 2004-2). The CAB undertook a number of consultations and background
research in developing an Action Plan that was submitted to the Commission in August 2004.

The Research Study :
The CAB retained CONNECTUS Consulting Inc. to undertake the qualitative research study on the presence, portrayal and
participation of persons with disabilities in television programming that included:

1.

2.

Extensive consultations through one-on-one interviews with representatives from service and consumer disability
non-government organizations (disability NGOs), persons with disabilities within the broadcasting sector,
government officials, senior managers in the broadcasting industry and representatives from the Canadian
production sector. A total of 56 people representing 43 organizations from across Canada were interviewed between
May 31 and July 31, 2005.
A Stakeholder Forum held July 15, 2005 in Toronto, which brought together 20 disability NGOs, broadcasters,
performers and producers in a facilitated discussion of issues, barriers and tools/initiatives. An additional 16
observers from government and the broadcasting industry attended the event; these included members of the CAB
Steering Committee overseeing the research; members of the CAB Outreach Committee, an advisory group to the
Study comprised of persons with disabilities; and two officials from the CRTC.
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Best Practices research and analysis, focused on broadcasting industry initiatives and industry-related initiatives in
the U.K., the U.S. and Canada.

This approach to the research has yielded a comprehensive Report that provides extensive detail on the issues and barriers
challenging persons with disabilities, in society and in television programming alike. It further provides a series of
considerations for a broadcaster tool kit in moving forward on greater inclusion of persons with disabilities in our industry
and for addressing issues of presence and portrayal on-screen.

Key Points of Consensus:
The Steering and Outreach Committees identified the following key points of consensus for the development of a set of
initiatives directed at improving the presence, portrayal and participation of persons with disabilities in television
programming:
1.

Canada’s private broadcasters are committed to the development and implementation of initiatives that improve and
advance diversity in the industry. Television broadcasters report on their progress in advancing diversity within their
station(s) in their annual diversity reports to the CRTC that now include initiatives that focus on persons with
disabilities.

2.

Canada’s private broadcasters believe that all media, and particularly television can play a strong role in changing
public attitudes on social issues, and that greater visibility, more accurate depictions and positive messaging can
strongly influence inclusive practices across society.

3.

Consultations undertaken for this research revealed widespread support for the business case for diversity in
broadcasting – this is based on the recognition that (i) more on-screen presence and accurate portrayal will reach
and increase audiences not only from Canadians with disabilities, but from their families, friends and caregivers; (ii)
broadcasters can gain a competitive edge by tapping into all creative resources available to them, including persons
with disabilities; and (iii) all employees in the broadcasting industry can potentially benefit from accommodations that
are made for employees with disabilities (e.g. automatic doors, ramps, etc.).

4.

There is general agreement among those consulted for the study that the presence of persons with disabilities both
on-screen and behind the scenes is low, and that negative portrayals still take place but that broadcasters and
representatives from the disability community sense a strong basis for positive change at the present time.

5.

Research findings indicate that Canada’s independent production sector, including producers, writers, casting
directors, directors and other content creators, can play a powerful role in creating more on-screen presence and
more accurate portrayals of persons with disabilities.

6.

The community channel plays a very important role in the broadcasting system as a point of access to the
airwaves for Canadians. As noted in the Research Report, cable distribution undertakings can make a valued
contribution to inclusion by making community channels available and accessible to programming initiatives by
persons with disabilities while also providing training facilities for persons with disabilities.

7.

Canada ’s education sector plays a fundamentally important role in the development of human resources for the
industry. With the support of broadcasters and industry partners, educators at all levels can play a very important
part in guiding students with disabilities to career paths in broadcasting and/or television production.

8.

In a world marked by technological development and content convergence, it is important to support the inclusion of
persons with disabilities across distribution platforms and across media. As video content becomes available through
alternate means, and as linkages continue to develop between various types of content providers and content
distributors, opportunities to include persons with disabilities as performers, creators or other roles extend well
beyond television.

9.

Building communication and outreach between broadcasters and the disability community is a key starting point for a
broadcaster toolkit.

Highlights of Initiatives and Tools
The CAB will create a Public Service Announcement (PSA) directed at influencing a positive shift in public attitudes about
persons with disabilities that may be broadcast on our members’ stations. The launch of the PSA is expected for the Fall of
2006.
The CAB will review its Industry Content Codes by Spring of 2006 to address issues identified in the research relating to
the portrayal of persons with disabilities in television programming.
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The CAB will develop a training seminar for HR and other managers in television broadcasting. Such a training seminar
will be developed for implementation in 2006 with input from the disability community and will serve to sensitize the industry
to the specific – and often cost-effective – ways in which persons with disabilities can be accommodated in the broadcasting
workplace
The CAB will develop an information package about employment in the broadcasting and production sectors, for
wide distribution to broadcasters, educators, and the disability community. The information package will include a brochure
explaining the types of employment available in broadcasting and production and will be posted on the Diversity in
Broadcasting section of the CAB website.
The CAB, seeking the input of the disability community and the cooperation of the RTNDA, will develop educational
material on inappropriate use of language. This material is envisioned as an information brochure that would be
circulated to CAB and RTNDA members and posted on the CAB’s Diversity in Broadcasting section of its website and its
members’ websites. The CAB will undertake this initiative with RTNDA immediately, for completion in 2006.
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CAB Endorses Best Practices to Advance
Cultural Diversity on Television
Ottawa, July 15, 2004 – The Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB) today welcomed the
Report of the Task Force for Cultural Diversity on Television with private television broadcasters
not only endorsing, but poised to implement the Best Practices put forward in this significant study.
“Canada’s private broadcasters are committed to assuming a leadership role in the implementation
of industry-wide Best Practices,” said Glenn O’Farrell, CAB President and CEO. “This commitment
to advancing the reflection and portrayal of cultural diversity on television is critical to ensuring our
television screens are truly responsive to Canadian audiences.”
In its Report, the Task Force recognized the importance of all industry stakeholders to commit to
establishing and maintaining community connections.
The CAB’s Television and Specialty & Pay Boards have endorsed the recommended Best Practices
and Industry Initiatives put forward by the Task Force. Private television broadcasters are
committed to the implementation of the Best Practices in order to advance the representation,
reflection and portrayal of ethnocultural and Aboriginal communities on screen and behind the
camera.
“On behalf of CAB’s Television and Specialty & Pay Boards, we want to recognize the significant
commitment and thank the Task Force members for their dedication,” said John Burgis, Chair of
the CAB Television Board. “The scope of the research and the outcome of these deliberations pave
the way for Canadian television broadcasters to better reflect Canada’s diverse landscape,” added
Peter Miller, Chair of the CAB Specialty & Pay Board.
“The CAB looks forward to working with our industry partners to implement the Task Force’s
recommended Best Practices and Industry Initiatives in order to advance cultural diversity within all
sectors of the broadcasting system,” noted Glenn O’Farrell.
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The Canadian Association of Broadcasters is the national voice of Canada’s private broadcasters,
representing the vast majority of Canadian programming services, including private radio and
television stations, networks, specialty and pay, and pay-per-view services.
The full report and research study can be found at:
http://www.cab-acr.ca/english/culturaldiversity/report.shtm.
- 30 For more information, please contact:
Pierre Pontbriand, Vice-President, Communications
Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB)
(613) 233-4035 ext. 351
ppontbriand@cab-acr.ca
Julien Lavoie, Manager, Communications
Canadian Association of Broadcasters (CAB)
(613) 233-4035 ext. 331
jlavoie@cab-acr.ca
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BACKGROUNDER
REPORT OF THE TASK FORCE FOR CULTURAL DIVERSITY ON TELEVISION
In August 2001, the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission
(CRTC) released Public Notice 2001-88, calling on Canada’s private broadcasters to develop
an industry action plan addressing the reflection and portrayal of Canada’s cultural
diversity on television.
Public Notice 2001-88 further called for the formation of a task force comprised of industry
and non-industry representatives, to guide this initiative. The Task Force for Cultural
Diversity on Television, formed in 2002 and comprised of five industry representatives and
four non-industry representatives, addressed two key objectives set out in the industry
action plan.
First, the Task Force would carry out a major research initiative to study the reflection and
portrayal of cultural diversity on Canadian private television. Second, the Task Force would
develop and recommend a set of Best Practices and Industry Initiatives for broadcaster use.
Together, these would form the basis for advancing and measuring broadcaster progress on
cultural diversity in the years ahead.
Research and Key Findings
The Task Force retained Solutions Research Group of Toronto and Johnston and Buchan
LLP of Ottawa to carry out the research study. Five research modules were developed:
•
•
•
•
•

Background Research, including reviews of previous content analyses.
Review of Best Practices, 15 case studies of corporations recognized as leaders in
cultural diversity.
Fifty-four one-on-one interviews with 54 key stakeholders, including broadcasting,
ethnocultural and Aboriginal organizations.
Twenty focus groups, selected from six markets and representing 150 Canadians from
culturally diverse backgrounds.
An extensive, benchmark content analysis: 330 hours of Canadian programming from
72 English- and French-language services, plus the Aboriginal Peoples Television
Network; 6,123 speaking roles from 462 programs were analyzed.

The result of the Task Force’s research initiative is without question the most
comprehensive research study on cultural diversity and the media ever undertaken,
anywhere.
The qualitative research – i.e. interviews and focus groups – revealed widespread
dissatisfaction with the status of cultural diversity on television. While interview subjects
indicated some progress had been made, there was general recognition that significant
advancement is required. Focus group participants provided strong opinion on several areas
of concern, including persistent stereotyping, negative portrayal, underrepresentation of
some groups, and a virtual absence of Aboriginal representation outside of the Aboriginal
Peoples Television Network.

July 15, 2004
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The quantitative analysis of programming content substantiated many of these concerns,
by providing a rich assessment of exactly how cultural diversity is reflected and portrayed
on television.
In order to measure the actual presence of cultural diversity on television, population
proportion measures determined by Statistics Canada from the 2001 Census were used as
statistical benchmarks. For Canada excluding Quebec, the population proportion
comprising ethnic, racial and Aboriginal diversity is 15.3 percent. For Quebec, the same
population proportion is 6.9 percent.
Eleven programming categories – six in English and five in French – were analyzed by a
team of coding experts from ethnoculturally diverse backgrounds. The analysis consisted of
(i) tabulating the actual onscreen presence of cultural diversity and (ii) analyzing the roles
played and/or attributes or qualities demonstrated on screen.
Two English-language categories were higher than the 15.3 percent benchmark:
• Other Entertainment; and
• Children’s Programming
Four English-language categories fell below the 15.3 percent benchmark:
• News;
• Other Information;
• Drama; and
• Children’s Drama.
Three French-language categories were higher than the 6.9 percent benchmark:
• Other Information;
• Drama; and
• Children’s Drama.
Two French-language categories fell below the 6.9 percent benchmark:
• News; and
• Other Entertainment.
The research also found the following critical gaps in presence:
• Onscreen presence of Aboriginal Peoples is considerably less than their corresponding
presence in the general population;
• Canadians of Asian and Southeast Asian descent are underrepresented in relation to
their presence in the general population;
• Very few experts/guests from culturally diverse backgrounds are used in English News;
• Very few on-screen roles such as anchor or reporter are filled by visible minorities on
French-language News; and
• Visible minorities in English-language Drama fill few primary speaking roles.

July 15, 2004
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Best Practices and Industry Initiatives
Based on these research findings and the collective experience of its members, the
Task Force developed and recommended a comprehensive set of Best Practices and
Industry Initiatives guided by the following principles:
•
•
•
•

The broadcasting industry must make a long-term commitment to advancing
cultural diversity goals onscreen and behind the camera
The Best Practices are flexible in their design, so they can be applied as
appropriate for the market and operational realities of individual broadcasters.
Best Practices have been developed so that their progress can be measured over
time.
All sectors of the industry – producers, directors, actors, funding agencies – must
demonstrate long-term commitment to advancing diversity goals in order to
effect real change within the system.

In order to situate the recommended Best Practices within the operations and
market realities of the Canadian broadcasting system, the Task Force has organized
its Best Practices into 10 areas:
1. Industry Commitment
2. Application and Measurement
3. Corporate Commitment and Accountability
4. Recruitment, Hiring, Retention
5. Internship, Mentoring and Scholarships
6. News and Information Programming
7. Programming – Acquired, Independent, and In-house Production
8. Community Connections
9. Internal Communications
10. External Communications
The Task Force also has recommended that the CRTC undertake another
programming content analysis in three to four years time, for example during the
2006-07 television season, to ascertain the level of progress achieved.
The full report and research study can be found at: www.cab-acr.ca/culturaldiversity.

July 15, 2004

